This paper addresses the question whether subjects are able to assess the perceived time-vaying quality of speech material continuously. .4 method motivated by de Ridder and Hamberg [J. Opt. Sot. Am. A, 12, 2j73-2577 (1995)] is introduced which is characterized by a subjective continuous rating of the perceived speech quality by moving a slider along a graphical scale. The usability of this method is illustrated with an experiment in which different sequences of sentences were degraded in quality with a llodulated h-oise Reference Unit. The modulation depth was varied with time and the subjects task was to assess the perceived quality. The results indicate that subjects can monitor speech quality variations very accurately with a delay of approximately 1 s. An objective speech quality estimation procedure which uses a psychoacoustic model is also shown to predict these time-varying judgments.
INTRODUCTION
In the development and optimization of speech codecs in mobile telephone networks, it is essential to assess the perceived speech transmission quality of a system under test. A number of methods are currently available to assess the (subjective) quality of a speech transmission channel. The most common measurement methods present subjects with short sequences of speech material and ask the subject about their quality rating on a given scale. In these measurements, only one rating is requested from the subject for one typical test signal, which consists of two short sentences and a speech pause in between.
The limitation to the relatively short test stimuli in these methods hinders their applicability for the assessment of realistic systems where time-depending transmission conditions are experienced, e.g., due to fading radio transmission or due to variable rate speech coding caused by changing load of DCJIE devices. Under these conditions, the question arises, how the overall quality is rated. As a first step it is therefore necessary to investigate if subjects are able to assess the time-varying speech quality. Experiments on image quality assessment have shown this ability in the visual sensory domain [1, 2] .
METHOD
A time-varying speech quality was generated by means of a NINRV (hlodulated Noise Reference Unit) which was modified to allow for a time-varying modulation-depth parameter Q. The kfNRLT is commonly used as a reference in most auditive subjective quality assessment experiments. The relation between its (constant) modulation depth Q and subjective speech quality on a fiv~point absolute category rating scale is well established for longer sentences material.
The modified NINRU was applied to two different input test stimuli which both consisted of a concatenation of 20 short sentences in German language. Five sentences were uttered by each of two male (ml, m2) and two female (fl, f2) speakers. They were telephone-band-pass filtered and had a tot al durat ion of 40 s. In stimulus A, the order of speakers was fl-f2-ml-m2, while in stimulus B it was m l-m2-fl-fl, with the same sentences. Two different profile functions Q1 (t)and Q2 (t) of the modulation depth parameter Q over time were generated. From pre-studies it became obvious, that subjects have difficulties in assessing fast continuous quality variations. Therefore, Q,(t) were chosen to have constant sections, considerable instantaneous changes, and also linear de/increase over a time interval of 2-3 s. The target values for the different sections of constant Q were chosen at approximately equally spaced levels on the perceptual quality scale. From the combination of two input stimuli and two modulation depth profiles, four different test stimuli were generated.
Eleven subjects participated voluntarily in the experiment. Two repetitions of each of the four test stimuli were presented in random order to the subjects in one run. The test signals were presented via headphones in a sound proof booth at an RkIS listening level of 75 dB SPL. Subjects were instructed to~sess the speech . .-quality by moving a slider on a continuous linear scale that was labeled into five categories with the German equivalents of "excellent", "good', "fair", "poor", and "bad". The position r(t) of the slider on the scale of length 1=100 mm was sampled at a rate of 8 kHz. Subsequently, the responses r(t) of each subject were downsampled to 8 Hz.
In a pilot experiment all input stimuli sentences were segmented into their word constituents. Each \vord was degraded at ? different modulation depths between O and -35 dB and the speech quality was rated for all resulting isolated words. The result of this experiment showed, that subjects are able to assess the speech quality of the rather very short word segments in isolation. The observed equivalent N1OS m a function of Q exhibits an only slightly shallower relation than the one for complete sentences as test stimuli.
RESULTS
The subjects had no difficulties with the quality rating task except for their reported inability to reduce a certain delay between the auditory percept and their slider movement. The two profile functions of the logarithmic parameter Q,(t) were transformed to Ri (t) on a scale which corresponds to the slider-position. To do so, a second-order polynomial fit to the data gained in the pilot-experiment was employed.
The position of the maximum of the cross correlation function between the fitted target slider position R~(t) and the averaged response to each quality profile was calculated for each of the subjects. The maximum was found at times ranging from 0.78 s to 1.09 s for profile Q1 and from 0.90 s to 1.22 s for Qz. Additionally, the cross correlation function between the a~reragedresponses of each of the 11 subjects and the averaged responses of all subjects was calculated. -4 maximum deviation of the peak of at most 0.1 s was observed. Thus, the deviations in response lag across subjects can be neglected and the response of all subject \vere therefore averaged. The results of this continuous quality assessment are shown in Fig. 1 for the exemplaric input stimulus A and target profile 1. The average and standard deviation is depicted by the grey-shaded area. The target slider position R1 (t) is plotted with a continuous line. Except for the mentioned delay, a good a~eement between subjective scaling ri (t) and target Ri (t) was observed for all four test stimuli.
The responses of the subjects were predicted by an objective speech quality measure [3] . This measure has been extended to time-continuous measuring by averaging the instantaneous squared difference measure over non-overlapping frames of 100 ms, followed by low-pass filtering at 0.5 Hz. The resulting measure was mapped to the r(t) scale by a simple linear transformation. The result of this prediction by a psychoacoustical model is plotted in Fig. 1 by the dot-dashed line, To a zero-order approximation, a satisfactory fit is obtained which supports the claim of the model to predict any perceivable differences between the original and degraded signal based on their "internal representations". 
